Making the Right Choice: Critical Parameters of the Y2H Systems.
Two-hybrid methods remain among the most preferred choices for detecting protein-protein interactions (PPIs) and much of the PPI data in databases have been produced using yeast two-hybrid (Y2H) screens. The Y2H methods are extensively used to detect PPIs because of their scalability and accessibility. Several variants of Y2H methods have been developed and used by different research groups, increasing the accessibility of these methods and their applications in detecting different types of PPIs. However, the availability of variations on the same core methodology emphasizes the need to have a systematic comparison of available Y2H methods in the context of their applicability, coverage and efficiency. In this chapter, we discuss the key parameters of Y2H methods, namely proteins of interest, vectors, libraries, screening strategies, data analysis, and provide a flowchart that should help to decide which Y2H strategy is most appropriate for a protein interaction screen.